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 REFEREE HANDBOOK  
 

2022-2023 Season 
Match scheduling 
All matches will be scheduled by the league – 
Referee Coordinator - KYLE WILLIAMS  
Email - referees@fraservalleysoccer.com Tel – 778-847-5475   
 
Submitting Availability  
Referees must submit availability through a Google form (see link below) by Monday evening at 
8pm for the matches to be played in just under two weeks.  
 
Google Link: https://forms.gle/6As6BuVmfXDEr2vr7 
 
If your availability changes after you submit the form but before the deadline to submit availability, 
please submit another form. The form is time stamped and your final submission will be used. If 
your availability changes after the deadline to submit availability has closed and before 
assignments are released, you must email referees@fraservalleysoccer.com  with your updated 
availability. Matches should therefore never be declined once released.  
 
If you are late submitting availability, email referees@fraservalleysoccer.com and hope for the 
best. Do not submit a form late.  
 
Do not submit availability for the next week until the dates in the form have changed.  
 
Confirmation Procedure 
Assignments will be emailed to referees on Tuesday. Referees have 24 hours to confirm 
assignments by return email. Confirmations must specifically indicate the day of the week and time 
(“confirmed Sat 2pm & Sun 4pm) of each match to ensure we know you have seen each 
assignment. Responding “confirmed” is not acceptable.  
 
BC Soccer Registration Requirements  
Match officials must be in good standing and currently registered through the BCSA with a current 
criminal record check on file. 
 

There will be the following setup of officials for each match: 
Premier     referee and 2 assistants  $90-$55-$55   ($100 per team) 
Division 1 and 2   referee and 2 assistants  $80-$50-$50   ($90 per team) 
Division 3 and 4    referee    $80   ($40 per team) 
Masters    referee     $80    ($40 per team) 
 
Payment 
Payment must be received prior to kick off. (Exact CASH should be provided, otherwise include 
details in match report)  
 
 

mailto:referees@fraservalleysoccer.com
https://forms.gle/6As6BuVmfXDEr2vr7
mailto:referees@fraservalleysoccer.com
mailto:referees@fraservalleysoccer.com
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Pre-match procedures 
You should report for your match at least 30 minutes prior to kickoff (40 min for Premier). If for 
some reason you are delayed and will be arriving less than 15 minutes prior to kickoff you must 
contact the league 1st at 778-847-5475 KW or 2nd 778-242-3875 TM, so the league can advise the 
teams. It is not acceptable to arrive inside of 15 minutes without informing the league. These 
arrival protocols apply to both referees and assistant referees.  
 
Checking of team sheets, identification, and players’ equipment should be done at least 15 
minutes (30 for Premier) prior to kickoff. Teams who do not have their team sheets prepared and 
available 15 minutes prior to kickoff should be reported. Teams must present their team sheets (2) 
and player ID to the referee prior to the match. A player is not considered registered to play unless 
he is on the team sheet. Referees should not declare who is eligible to play. Referees only report 
who plays. Please ensure the Head Coach has signed the team sheet. If a team presents their 
team sheets with missing information, such as the jersey numbers for each player are not 
complete, please return the sheets to the team official for completion. Do not complete it for them. 
Referees must tick the “marked as played” box for each player who checks in for the match. 
Players may check-in up to the start of the second half. Team sheets must be checked for every 
match without exception. *NOTE – Referees can now view the player/coach ID online using a 
smartphone. 
 
Ensure the field is safe and extra nets are stored per Appendix #1.  
 
The FVSL operates with a pre-game handshake that incorporates both teams starting 11. Make 
sure the teams present the full 11 and wait for the teams to lineup before starting the handshake. 
Both teams should lineup either side of the officials facing the benches. On the referees signal the 
home team should travel down the line and shake hands with the officials and then their opponent, 
who then travels down the line to shake hands with the officials. This should not be rushed or 
amended. Please comply for all FVSL games. Teams not wishing to participate should be reported 
in the match report.  
 
Match Length 
All matches are 2 x 45-minute halves with a minimum 5-minute halftime break. 
Premier should have a minimum of 10 minutes at halftime. 
 
Team Officials 
There may be no more than 6 team officials on the bench, who are either a head coach, assistant 
coach, manager, goalkeeper coach, trainer, or authorized club official. All team officials must be 
registered and listed on the team sheet. No other personnel, including children may be on the 
bench, regardless of weather, without exception. This is a liability issue for both the league and 
the referee. The Head Coach must be indicated separately from staff coaches on the team sheet. 
See Appendix #11 for further information on access to the technical area.  
 
Substitutions 
All divisions are unlimited except Premier which allows 5 substitutions during the 90 minutes and 
unlimited at the halftime break. If the game has extra time, the break between the 90 and extra 
time has unlimited substitutions. The break at 105 minutes does not have unlimited substitutions.  
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Sub slips must be used, except for substitutions made at halftime. All substitutes shall report and 
submit a substitution slip (premier only) to the referee or assistant at midfield. To replace a player 
with a substitute there must be a stoppage in play and the referee must acknowledge the change. 
This change can happen on either team’s possession, at the referee’s discretion.  
 
At premier, the player may only enter the field of play after the player being replaced has left the 
field and after receiving a signal from the referee. The substituted player may leave from any 
boundary line. At all other divisions, where unlimited substitutions are permitted, the procedure 
may be more informal.  
 
Cancellation of Match Officials 
In the case that matches need to be cancelled, match officials will have no match fees owing to 
them if they receive e-mail or telephone notification (3) three hours or more before their match. If a 
match official receives no prior notification of a match cancellation, and upon arrival at the field 
declares or realizes the match is not playable for any reason outside of the control of the teams, 
they will receive 50% of the match fee. This will be paid by the FVSL. Referees must not accept 
fees from the teams when a match is not started. If a referee arrives at the field and the game 
is not started for a reason that is within the control of the teams (forfeit, double booking, etc.) the 
referee will receive their full match fee. Match fees will be paid by the league and will be distributed 
later in the season.  
 
When determining whether a pitch is playable, always err on the side of player safety. Ensure you 
understand the CSA’s Severe Weather Policy. 
https://www.canadasoccer.com/files/Lightning_Policy_E.pdf 
 

Match Ball  
The FVSL has a standardized match ball. Teams not using the standard ball should be noted in 
the match report. The 2022/2023 season match ball is ADIDAS CHAMPIONS LEAGUE. 
 

Referee uniforms  
The FVSL will be using ADIDAS and have a sponsor supporting the referee program. These are the 
only jerseys to be worn in all FVSL matches. All officials are required to have the official FVSL yellow 
jersey with sponsor, CSA, and league badge. This is the first choice of jersey on all matches. Black is  
 
the second choice of jersey. Officials should only deviate from yellow when it conflicts with team 
jerseys, not the keeper. Officials doing a second game on the same day in rain, may wear an 
alternate jersey. Tracksuit pants, jackets, toques, and ski gloves are not acceptable to wear during 
matches.  
 

https://www.canadasoccer.com/files/Lightning_Policy_E.pdf
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Reporting Scores & Card Totals  
Scores and card totals must be phoned in from the field, immediately following each match to 778-
355-3875, or TEXT to 778-242-3875, regardless of the time. League administration waits for the 
results from the final matches so they can be posted in a timely manner. The league should not 
have to wait for a referee to go home before submitting their score.  
 
This verbal report should include the game details, teams, division, score, total yellow cards, and 
total red cards. Cards are the combined total not separated for each team. No other information is 
required. If decided by KFTM we need that score as well. 
 
When a player is sent off for receiving a second caution, this is reported as 1 RC. See Appendix 
#3 for full details. 
 
Your message should sound as follows: “This is Noel Estacio reporting my division 7E score. 
Home team West Coast 4. Visitors Port Moody 0. Four cautions. One red.”  
 
Match & Discipline Reports 
The match report and all discipline reports must be completed on the FVSL website referee page. 
http://www.fraservalleysoccer.com/referee.php. If you are new to the FVSL please ask for a 
username and password at referees@fraservalleysoccer.com these reports must be completed 
within 24 hours of the final whistle of each match and not at the end of the weekend. The league 
often receives questions about matches and discipline and need to refer to the paperwork before 
responding. 
 
See Appendix #3 and #4 for information on how to write discipline and match reports. 
 
If you make an error in a match or discipline report, contact the league at 
referees@fraservalleysoccer.com, and do not resubmit the report. See Appendix #9 for details.   
 
Golden Boot – MVP – Golden Gloves 
Referees must report all goal scorers, shutouts, and an MVP for each team in their match report. 
Team officials are responsible for providing the MVP for their opposition.  
 
Team Sheets  
Team sheets must be submitted to (referees@fraservalleysoccer.com) by Monday evening at 8pm 
following each week’s matches. Make sure your name is printed on the bottom right of the team 
sheet and that the Head Coach has signed the team sheet. Team Sheets must be submitted in 
PDF form. Please contact Kyle for information on a free PDF converter app for your phone if 
required.  
 
The Referee Coordinator uses the team sheets and match reports to complete a weekly report for 
the league. It is very annoying when referees must be chased for paperwork, as it delays this 
report. 
 
 

http://www.fraservalleysoccer.com/referee.php
mailto:referees@fraservalleysoccer.com
mailto:referees@fraservalleysoccer.com
mailto:referees@fraservalleysoccer.com
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Team uniforms 
The home team declares their colour (see website listing) and the visitors must plan a change if 
there is a conflict. Referees should report any mixed colours on a team’s socks, shorts, and 
jerseys. At Premier, jersey and socks should not clash. Bibs are not to be used but if they are 
forced due to a colour clash, they must be numbered, and this is to be reported. Please see the 
POE for further information on uniform violations.  
 
See Appendix #6 for information on reporting uniform violations.  
 
Referee Abuse  
ZERO TOLERANCE - Referee Abuse and Persistent Protests  

 
The FVSL supports a ZERO tolerance standard for referee abuse either from players, coaches, or 
spectators. The named Head Coach on the team sheet should be held accountable for control of 
their team. Persistent Protests should be dealt with immediately.  
 
See Appendix #5 for information on post-match referee abuse.  
 
IFAB Revised Laws of the Game 
There is now an APP available for smartphones to allow for review of the new law adjustments. 
See your smartphone app store. 
 
Friday ‘Points of Emphasis’ 
The FVSL produces a weekly referee Point of Emphasis document that is emailed to referees on 
Friday morning. Sometimes the POE is based on the Laws of the Game, while other times, it is 
based on league procedures. The POE’s help the FVSL achieve a consistent standard for all 
referees. Referees are expected to read these documents prior to the weekend’s matches and to 
enforce the requested standard consistently.  
 
Video Clip Analysis 
This season, we will continue a weekly video clip analysis, as an educational component of our 
referee program. Early each week, referees will receive a video link, with questions for you to 
consider, and a Google form link for their response. This is an optional weekly activity; however, 
participation demonstrates your commitment to continual education and gives you an opportunity 
to show the league your knowledge of the Laws of the Game and your understanding of how to 
handle a variety of incidents. Most of the video clips will be grass roots based, as opposed to 
professional clips. Your responses should be based on the current Laws of the Game and not what 
the law was when any incident occurred. Most of the clips will involve commenting on a sanction 
and assessing the referee’s actions. More details will be provided in due course.  
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Appendix 1-14 

These appendixes were previously released POE’s (Points of Emphasis) 

Appendix 1   Storage of Extra Nets 

Appendix 2   Premier Division Standards  

Appendix 3   Red Card Reporting Procedures 

Appendix 4   Match Reports – Written Section  

Appendix 5  Post Match Referee Abuse 

Appendix 6   Reporting Uniform Violations 

Appendix 7   Removal of individuals after sendoffs 

Appendix 8   Play or No Play 

Appendix 9   Correcting Match and Discipline Report Mistakes 

Appendix 10   Communicating Added Time 

Appendix 11   Access to Technical Areas 

Appendix 12   Referee Assaults  

Appendix 13   Holding Team Officials Accountable for Persistent Dissent 

Appendix 14   Ending Matches Early  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This section will be updated throughout the season as the FVSL releases further Points of 
Emphasis.  
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Appendix 1 

Storage of Extra Nets 

This Point of Emphasis is to ensure the safety of players by making sure that extra goals, used 
when multiple teams train on a pitch, are properly stored prior to each match.  

Most of our fields have cutout areas where these nets should be stored; however, they are often 
left on the sides and ends of fields where they pose a danger. Previously, a FVSL player suffered 
a significant injury running into a lacrosse goal. While we have a few fields (Hjorth #1; Cloverdale 
#3; Burnaby Lake) where there is not adequate space to store goals and teams may need to be 
creative, but the remainder of the fields have space. Please make the home team takes care of 
this before the match. If we all enforce this expectation this will become something teams get 
accustomed to doing all the time.  
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Appendix 2 

Unique Premier Division Standards  

The Premier League has standards and reporting procedures unique to that division. This 
appendix clarifies those standards and establishes a consistent procedure for handling and 
reporting violations.  

Unique Premier Standard Referee Procedure 
Two approved league match balls from 
HOME team required. 

Ask HOME Team Official for balls. If they 
are not supplied include in match report.  

Team lists must be ready 30 minutes prior 
to the match.  

Include note in match report.  

One copy of the team list must identify the 
starting 11.  

Ask Team Official to correct during check. 
Report any refusals or protests in match 
report. 

Covered benches (or tents) must be 
provided for each team.   

Do not address with teams. Include note in 
match report.  

Change rooms are provided for visiting 
team.  

Teams to self-report but if the issue is 
brought to the attention of the referee, it 
can be included in the match report.   

Pre-game walkout Include lack of participation in match report 
.  

Players must be wearing identical uniforms 
(shirts, shorts, socks). Sock tape must be 
per FIFA standards – same colour as 
the sock.  

ARs to look for violations during new 
pregame procedure. ARs to ask the player 
to correct their uniform. Players who do 
not correct their uniform do not play. 
Players who do not correct sock tape, are 
reported, after consultation with the team 
official.   

Match reports and discipline must be 
submitted the night of the game; within six 
hours. 

Referee responsibility.  

The home team must provide the referees 
with a dressing room or a covered tent at 
midfield.  

Ask home team to put up their tent. If they 
fail to do so report in the match report.  

 

Pre-game procedure – Premier  
Teams line up ready to do pregame walkout. Each AR is to walk down the line of players looking 
for uniform violations. They are then expected to look in the Technical Area to ensure everyone 
belongs there and at the same time casually look for any violations. Once this check is complete 
and any issues have been dealt with or reported to the referee the walkout will begin.  
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Appendix 2 cont. 

Summary 
Referees and assistant referees should discuss these standards after each game and the referee 
should leave with written notes to include in the match report.  

This is an important aspect of ‘premier’ for the league and its sponsors. We have attempted to 
strike a balance in these standards to ensure that referees are not put in a position of being traffic 
cops during games and creating unnecessary conflict with teams; thus, many of these aspect we 
have asked you to simply report. However, we expect consistent reporting, so the league is able to 
deal with violations each and every week instead of occasionally when they happen to be reported 
by a referee.  
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Appendix 3  

Red Card Reporting Procedures 

The following three scenarios explain how referees report red cards in the FVSL 

Scenario A: Yellow – Red 
This scenario occurs when a player, who is on a caution, commits a straight red card offense.  

When reporting cards by phone report ONE YELLOW & ONE RED.  

Complete your yellow card report as normal.  
Complete your red card report as normal.  

The reports are not connected.  

Note: If a player commits a reckless tackle (yellow card) and then gets up and punches his 
opponent in the face (violent conduct – red card) this would be reported as two incidents per this 
scenario even though they occurred seconds apart.  

Scenario B: Yellow + Yellow = Red 
This scenario occurs when a player is sent off for a second caution.  

When reporting cards by phone report ZERO YELLOWS & ONE RED.  

Do not complete any yellow card reports.  
Complete one red card report. Your red card report must detail both cautions.  

For example: In the 17th minute, Pinter was cautioned and shown a yellow card for unsporting 
behavior when he recklessly tripped his opponent. In the 28th minute, Pinter was cautioned and 
shown a yellow card for dissent when he told me to get a new pair of glasses. He was sent off and 
shown a red card for receiving his second caution of the match.  

Note: If a player commits two yellow card offenses at the same time this scenario would apply. For 
example, a reckless tackle followed by dissent.  

Scenario C: Red + Red  
this scenario occurs when a player who has received a red card (either a straight red or two 
yellows) commits a second red card offense.  

When reporting cards by phone report ZERO YELLOWS & TWO REDS.  

Complete two separate red card reports.  
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Appendix 3 cont.  

For example, when a player is sent off for serious foul play and then directs abusive language at 
the match official the reports would read as follows: 

Report #1. In the 38th minute, Kennedy lost possession of the ball and was visibly upset with the 
challenge. Kennedy chased his opponent, who now had possession, five yards down the field and 
just as his opponent moved the ball, Kennedy tackled him from behind using excessive force. 
Kennedy’s studs were up but, on the ground, and he contacted the back of his opponent’s ankles. 
Kennedy’s tackle was made in anger and had a high probability of potential for injury. He was sent 
off and shown a red card for serious foul play.  

Report #2. In the 38th minute, I sent Kennedy off for serious foul play (see report). After being 
shown red, Kennedy publicly yelled to me, “How the fuck did you miss that first foul? You are a 
fucking clown.” As a result of this conduct, Kennedy is reported for a second red card offense of 
directing abusive language at the match official.  

Note: The player is never actually shown a second red card or even informed that it is being issued 
as that risks inflaming the situation. This process may be unique to the FVSL as many leagues 
want to have the entire incident described in one report.  

Note: While not every sentence or action is going to constitute another red card, it is possible to 
issue more than two red cards to the same individual. For example, in the above scenario, if the 
player returned after the match and directed further abusive language at the match official, this 
could be written up as a new incident and a third red card offense.  
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Appendix 4  

Match Reports – Written Section   

 
This POE relates to the written section of the match reports 

We are currently receiving a variety of written reports ranging from referees who consistently write 
nothing to those who write lengthy stories about each match. This POE seeks to summarize what 
the FVSL would like to see included in the written section of match reports.  

In general, please be concise with your writing and remember that the individuals reading each 
report have 50+ match reports to review each week and are quickly looking for information that 
they need to act on with teams. They are generally not sitting down with a cup of coffee to enjoy a 
newspaper style summary of each game.  

Please include:  

1) Comments about the conduct of both teams. You may wish to link individual discipline reports 
together or detail general conduct issues that did not result in formal discipline. Please write about 
warnings to Team Officials and any spectator conduct issues. However, there is no need to repeat 
information that is already contained in your red and yellow card reports.  

2) Details about any significant injury.  

3) Details about any special incident or problem.  

4) Further explanations on any team standards violations, such as uniform problems, team sheet 
issues, identification problems, team disorganization, etc.  

5) Details about poor field conductions and safety issues.  

6) Details about any other issue that would be important to the league.  

Please do not include:  

1) Extensive summaries about the weather.  

2) A repeat of goal scorers, MVPs, shutouts, yellow and red card reports.  

3) A play-by-play summary of the match.  

4) Comments about your assistant referees’ abilities.  

5) Recommendations on how the league should manage or rule on any incident.  

Thank you for considering this information when drafting your reports.  
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Appendix 5 

Post-Match Referee Abuse  

This POE seeks to clarify reporting procedures for post-match referee abuse.  

The FVSL has noticed an increasing number of referees reporting referee abuse after matches. 
Referees should not be subjected to abuse after the final whistle and we want to clarify reporting 
procedures, so the Discipline Committee is effectively able to deal with these situations.  

We notice that while referees have written comments about post-match abuse in their match 
reports, often it is not specific, may not identify the individual, and sometimes does not state 
whether the individual is being reported for misconduct or whether the referee is simply informing 
the league of the incident. Rarely are referees issuing or reporting yellow or red card offenses for 
post-game incidents. Moving forward, we would like to see post game referee abuse that 
constitutes dissent (yellow card), persistent protests (red card), or abusive/insulting/offensive 
language against (red card) referees written up as such in a yellow or red card report NOT just 
commented on in the match report.  

Additionally, while the laws of the game allow you to show yellow and red cards after a match until 
you have left the field of play, the FVSL still encourages you to submit a yellow/red card report for 
an incident that occurs after the match even if you do not show the card. Use your own judgement 
as to whether you believe showing the card will escalate or de-escalate the situation. Sometimes 
showing the first card after the match in the hopes it will de-escalate the situation is effective but if 
that leads to more abuse it does not make sense to be standing in the middle of the field flashing 
multiple red cards after a match.  

Please help put an end to post-game referee abuse by following these reporting procedures.  
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Appendix 6 

Reporting Uniform Violations   

This POE seeks to clarify reporting expectations for uniform violations 

Referees are inconsistently reporting uniform violations. Some referees report one per weekend 
while others have not reported one this year. 

Socks – The players on each team must wear socks that are the same colour. If the team is 
wearing black and one more players wear white this is a violation. Please note that except for 
premier, we do not enforce the colour of sock tape in the FVSL.  

Shorts – The same standard applies. We are not worried so much about the shorts being identical 
in brand/piping (except in premier) but the colour must be the same. Please note that we do not 
enforce the colour of undershirt, sleeves, and other garments in the FVSL.  

Uniforms – Each player’s uniform must be identical in style and have a unique number. Taped 
numbers should be reported. Bibs without numbers are not acceptable and can lead to match 
control issues when you are not able to identify players.  

The referee should be inspecting both teams as they come out for the handshakes. If you notice a 
violation, it should be pointed out to the player and/or Team Official so they have an opportunity to 
correct the problem. If they are unable, let the player participate, and report the violation. Please 
point out the violation and if pressed, state that you are required to report the issue, but the player 
is allowed to play. Do not get into discussions about further consequences.  

When reporting you should downgrade the drop-down menu choice for the team’s uniform to 
“average” or “poor” and explain the violation in the comments section. For example, “Two 
Abbotsford players wore black socks while the remainder wore red.” 

It is important that we are consistently reporting uniform violations in the match report.  
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Appendix 7 

Removal of Individuals after Sendoffs    

This POE seeks to clarify customary practice in the FVSL for removing players and Team Officials 
who have been sent off from their Technical Area 

In professional soccer it is customary practice for players and Team Officials who have been sent 
off to immediately leave the technical area and head up the tunnel to the dressing room. We have 
seen this standard applied in the FVSL at times this season, sometimes with referees staring into 
the Technical Area and refusing to re-start matches until a player who has been sent off for a 
double yellow has packed up and left. When this approach has been applied it has often led, 
unnecessarily, to an escalation of the situation. The following instructions seek to balance the 
“letter of the law” approach from FIFA and a “common sense” approach needed for amateur 
soccer.  

If you dismiss a Team Official or red card a substitute then there is no question the match does not 
resume until the individual is well away from the technical area, preferably out of sight and sound. 
The individual has proven they are not able to conduct themselves appropriately in the Technical 
Area and they need to go. 

However, if you routinely send off a player and they leave the field quietly, our preference is that 
you leave the player be on the bench. Even when the sendoff is not routine, we’d like to see some 
common sense applied. Referees should consider whether the situation has calmed down, 
whether there is the likelihood of further problems if the player remains on the bench, and whether 
demanding the player leave the technical area is going to make the situation better or worse. In 
most cases, demanding the player leave is akin to poking an angry bear – not much good is going 
to come from it especially when the practice is not commonly applied in the FVSL.  

If you make the judgement that the player needs to be removed, carefully consider how that can 
be accomplished in a manner that de-escalates the situation. Yelling from the middle of the park, 
“We’re not playing another minute until that guy gets in his car and goes home,” is going to 
escalate the situation most of the time. Having a quiet conversation with the captain or another 
player you identify as a leader, keeps you away from the angry bench and puts the onus on the 
team to remove the player. Working through the team official would likely be the next option.  

Ultimately, players and Team Officials are responsible for their own conduct and choices but as 
referees we can look to use our interpersonal skill set to de-escalate conflict. We believe that the 
more common sense, often applied approach to dealing with players after they have been sent off, 
will reduce further conflict with referees and will see more red cards remain at just that, a red card, 
as opposed to a RED x 2 with someone else joining the first player in the book. 
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Appendix 8 

 Play or No Play   

This clarifies situations when players should not be permitted to play and matches postponed due 
to standards violations 

The general rule of thumb in the FVSL is to report all standards violations, allow the player to play 
or the match to go ahead, and report to the league. We want matches to be played where 
possible; however, in recent weeks there have been multiple reports of situations where the 
violation is so extreme that we would support not allowing the player to play or postponing the 
match.  
 
1) Players have been reported for wearing track pants instead of shorts. This is now a “no play” 
situation. Players without shorts do not play.  
 
2) We have had teams reported for failing to line their grass field. If the lines are barely visible 
(inadequate) and you can see enough to be able to get decisions correct, go ahead a play, and 
then report. However, if major lines are missing, such as touch line or penalty areas, this impacts 
the ability of players to play and referees to get decisions right and is now a “no play” situation. 
The teams can make up the game another day when they have lined their field.  
 
3) We have a couple of situations where teams have played matches in almost identical jerseys. 
Again, if the jerseys are so close that it is going to impact your ability to get decisions correct, this 
is now a “no play” situation. The teams can make up the game another day when you can tell them 
apart. If they can find numbered bibs you can play and report. 
 
Please do not play matches when the integrity of the game is compromised, and you may be 
placed in a situation to be verbally abused because you get a decision incorrect because of a 
team’s non-compliance with basic standards.  
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Appendix 9 

Correcting Match and Discipline Report Mistakes 

 
This week’s POE relates to correcting errors made in match and discipline reports 

The best way to correct errors made in match and discipline reports is to not make the error in the 
first place. The FVSL highly recommends matching the numbers you have recorded in your book 
for all cards and goals to the team sheet before leaving the park. A few times per season, you will 
find even when you have done the paperwork correctly, the number in the book isn’t on the team 
sheet and can correct this with the team. This avoids reporting a caution to #6. We also highly 
recommend writing down all standards violations (ball, uniform, corner flags, etc.) in your book 
prior to the match.  

If you forget to report a standards violation you can simply email the Referee Coordinator with the 
information. (referees@fraservalleysoccer.com) 

If you make an error on a match or discipline report that needs to be corrected, such as an 
incorrect name on a card, goal, MVP, etc., please email the Executive Director, Thomas Mills at 
(admin@fraservalleysoccer.com) with the details.  

Referees are never to resubmit match or discipline reports unless instructed to do so by the FVSL.  
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Appendix 10  
Communicating Added Time 

 
This week’s POE relates to communicating added time at 45 and 90 minutes 

While many referees already communicate the amount of time to be added at the end of each half, 
we would now like to make this standard procedure for all FVSL referees in all divisions. As close 
to 45 and 90 minutes as possible, referees should announce the time to be added to both technical 
areas. Simply yell from the middle of the park, “There will be x minutes of added time,” and show 
the number of minutes on your fingers towards each bench.  

This practice will be appreciated by Team Officials and can reduce the amount of dissent over 
added time as everyone knows what to expect.  
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Appendix 11 
Access to Technical Areas 

 
This week’s POE relates to managing access to Technical Areas 

In the FVSL only players, substitutes, and Team Officials listed on the team sheet may be in the 
technical areas.  

The league is observing injured and/or suspended players, children, significant others, friends, and 
dogs sitting in technical areas. The fact that in Week 19 teams are still attempting this tells us that 
as a group we are not enforcing this expectation consistently. Failure to do your part, which often 
involves a difficult conversation, likely one you do not want to have before you have blown a 
whistle, puts the referees who do enforce technical areas at an unfair disadvantage.  

Children must be made to leave the fenced boundaries of turf fields. No exceptions. You may use 
common sense and allow a substitute or coach who normally would be required stay inside the 
technical area, to leave said area to supervise the child. Bottom line, the supervision aspect isn’t 
the referee’s problem to solve and if the team has any concerns about the safety of the child 
outside of the technical area, they should take the child home. There are significant liability issues 
for referees in the league if an individual not listed on the team sheet is injured in a technical area.  

Note that this standard is not enforced on open grass fields where technical areas do not exist.  
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Appendix 12  

Referee Assaults  

 
This week’s POE relates to rare occurrence of referee assaults in the FVSL 

From time-to-time players, team officials, and spectators are sent off for assaulting a match official. 
This may include an intentional kick, push, grab, or other physical contact that threatens the safety 
of a match official. Threats or attempted physical contact and spitting at a match official would also 
be categorized as an assault.  

To be clear, not all contact against a referee would constitute assault. For example, sometimes a 
player may put his hands on a referee in a non-confrontational manner for the purpose of 
demonstrating something or sometimes cultural differences can lead to physical contact that is 
acceptable in one culture but unwanted by another. These situations may still need to be dealt with 
but would likely not rise to the level of assault.  

The clear message the FVSL would like to communicate through this POE is that whenever an 
incident occurs in our league that constitutes referee assault, the match should be 
abandoned. While rare, these are extremely serious incidents that take an emotional toll on a 
referee, no matter one’s experience and therefore a match should not finish after such an incident.  

There are certainly times when verbal actions towards a match official, particularly threats, would 
warrant a match being abandoned. This is more of a grey area, that we leave to each individual 
referee to determine the appropriate response in the context of their match. Ultimately, if as a 
match official you are feeling unsafe, it is time to go home. The league will support your decision.  
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Appendix 13 

Holding Team Officials Accountable for Persistent Team Dissent 

The purpose of this week’s POE is to communicate a new procedure for managing persistent 
dissent by holding Team Officials accountable for the actions of their team.  

The Fraser Valley Soccer League continues to hear from referees who indicate that persistent 
dissent is a significant problem throughout the league. In week five, referees were encouraged to 
deal with persistent dissent early in matches, to use the captain and Team Officials for support, 
and to sanction with yellow and red cards when required. The league was very clear that match 
reports should not be referencing persistent dissent as a problem when only a caution or two were 
issued. This week’s POE builds on the need to manage persistent dissent and presents a new 
procedure.  

The BC Soccer judicial document allows for sanctions against Team Officials under the category of 
‘failure to control.’ Referees are to apply the steps detailed below when holding Team Officials 
accountable for the overall conduct of their team.   

1) Ensure that the Head Coach is listed on the team sheet prior to the match. This identifies who is 
responsible for the conduct of each team.  

2) The purpose of this procedure is to provide an additional tool for managing persistent dissent. If 
a minimum of two sanctions (YC or RC) have been issued to the same team for dissent/referee 
abuse, AND the abuse continues, the referee MAY approach the Team Official and have a 
conversation about their team’s conduct. This conversation must include reference to the conduct 
of the team and the fact that two sanctions have been issued and the abuse continues. The Team 
Official must be warned that they will be sent off or reported for failure to control if the abuse 
continues. This conversation does not have to happen automatically after the second sanction. 
Referees can use their own judgement as to when the procedure needs to be invoked. For 
example, if a team took a YC for dissent in the 15th and 71st minutes, and their conduct was 
acceptable the rest of the match, a conversation with the Team Official is probably not required as 
there is no pattern of persistent dissent. Also note, that the referee must issue two sanctions 
before issuing the warning to the Team Official.  

3) If the persistent dissent continues after the conversation with the Team Official, the referee may 
issue a straight RC to the Team Official for failure to control. Note, that the Laws of the Game, do 
not provide an option for a YC. Referees may choose to not issue the RC during the match but 
instead report the Team Official without showing a RC. This is a personal choice for each referee. 
Factors such as to whether the referee believes the RC will help or inflame the situation, and the 
time left in the match, should be considered. In either case, report this as a RC when phoning in 
your score and submit a regular RC report.  
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Appendix 14 

Ending Matches Early  

 
This week’s POE relates to procedures for ending matches early  

We currently have an inconsistent standard being applied by referees when the losing team wants 
the match ended early. This often happens in blowout situations, when teams show with less than 
eleven players, or when the weather is poor. Currently, some referees are ending 5-0 matches 
after 75 minutes while others are taking 19-0 matches to fulltime.  

The following procedure will be used in these situations.  

1) The request to stop a match must be made by the losing team, through the Team Official, no 
earlier than the 60th minute.  

2) The referee will ask the winning team, through their Team Official, if they are okay with the 
match being stopped.  

a) If the winning team approves, the match is ended and considered to have reached full 
time. The referee should reference this in their match report.  

b) If the winning team does not approve, the match continues. If the losing team refuses to 
continue the match, it shall be abandoned. This should be noted both when reporting the 
score (including minute) and detailed in the match report.  

4) Requests to end matches early must always come from the players. Referees must not initiate 
these conversations with teams.  

5) This procedure does not apply to the Premier division. 

 

 


